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Complete Face Palettes
A complete summer look in one stylish palette. These combinations of eye shadows,
a sparkling eye pencil, two blushes will give you a lovely glow. Then use oil control
powder to set your makeup for a fashionable Summer 2017 look.

Summer 2017

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
LABORATORY/FACTORY/SHOWROOM

44 Executive Blvd.
Farmingdale, NY 11735
1 (631) 454-0444
1 (631) 454-0445 FAX
1 (800) 345-3448

Bronzed
This kit contains Copacabana, Breathless, Dazzle, Pinup, Celebrity,

Oil Control Powder, Brown Spark Pencil and a Dual Applicator Brush.

DELRAY BEACH
FLORIDA SHOWROOM

Coral Trace Office Park
2605 West Atlantic Avenue
Suite C-102
Delray Beach, FL 33445
1 (561) 272-2008
1 (561) 272-2014 FAX
1 (866) 392-4889
MIAMI BEACH
FLORIDA SHOWROOM
407 Lincoln Road
Suite 10J
Miami Beach, FL 33139
1 (305) 674-1333
1 (305) 674-1184 FAX
1 (800) 263-5743

Blushed
This kit contains Zen, Peaceful, Glory, Velocity, Edgy,
Oil Control Powder, Plum Spark Pencil and a Dual Applicator Brush.
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Detoxifying
Charcoal Cleanser

w/ Binchotan Charcoal
and Licorice Root Extract
Get smooth, even-toned, glowing skin with this gentle, yet powerful,

exfoliating charcoal cleanser. This deep pore cleanser will lift impurities,
reduce excess surface oils, refine skin texture, and brighten your
complexion.

Binchotan Charcoal absorbs toxins and impurities leaving the skin clear
and healthier looking.

Licorice Root Extract brightens and conditions while helping to retain
the skin’s natural moisture balance.

Glycolic Acid is an Alpha Hydroxy Acid that helps to clarify skin,
exfoliate, and helps reduce the appearance of wrinkles and
hyper-pigmentation.

Artichoke Leaf Extract reduces the appearance of pore size by
increasing skin elasticity, inhibiting hyper-pigmentation, and
brightening the pore wall.

Detoxifying
Charcoal Mask

w/ Kaolin and Bentonite Clay
This mask will help remove the environmental toxins, dirt,
and debris that build up on your skin and clog pores. It is
specially formulated with Charcoals and Clays to provide
a two-pronged approach to cleaner, healthier skin.

Binchotan Charcoal draws out impurities and balances
hydration levels while clarifying the skin.

Kaolin and Bentonite Clay absorb excess oils for a

smooth, radiant, and healthier-looking complexion.
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Creme
Corrector Stick

Indelible Crème
Eye Shadows

Color correct, brighten, and highlight

These highly-pigmented beautiful,

with these multi-use Creme Correctors!

new neutral shades are the perfect

addition to your summer makeup routine.

These easily blendable sticks glide on

Colors can be worn alone or added as

smooth with a matte finish.

a smudge-resistant, long-wearing base
to layer powder eye shadows.

Lemon counteracts redness, or brightens
& highlights light-to-medium skin tones.
Peach counteracts under-eye

circles, and brightens and highlights
medium-to-dark skin tones.

Nectarine works great to counteract

deep brown skin discolorations and can
even be used as a beautiful cream blush

Lemon

Peach

on most complexions.

Nectarine

Beyond Bronze

a dark chocolate
with golden shimmer

Golden Nude
a neutral golden
beige

Neutral Nude

a neutral pink based
beige

Nude Rose

a shimmering soft
neutral pink

Lash Shield

Bold Effects Eye Shadow

This transparent top coat seals your

Add bold radiance to your eyes while delivering the

favorite mascara or brow color so it

maximum payoff of rich, gorgeous, long-lasting color.

doesn’t budge until you remove it.
Water, tears, and sweat are not an

issue when you wear your Lash Shield.

Peach Fizz

a frosted light peach

Lash Shield

Black Slim View
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Lumi-Shine
The sheer wash of color glides on smooth, giving you an eye-catching, glossy pout. These

shiny new shades are shimmer-free to give you all the luminosity you love without the glitter.

Sandal Ready Kit
Start Sandal-Season on the right foot!
This kit contains Women’s Shaving Gel, Purifying Scrub,

Rejuvenating Foot Cream and Body Bronzer… everything
you need for smooth, bronzed, sensuous legs and feet.

Beddy Bye

Cali

a mid-tone neutral

Negligee

a sheer peach

Plumeria

a sheer plum

a soft rose

Poppy

a soft coral

Glowing Skin Kit
Skin always needs a little extra bit of pampering after a day in

the sun. Replenish and nourish parched, dehydrated skin with the
essentials in this kit. Then sweep on a bit of shimmer and you are
ready for a glowing summer night.

Kit Contains: Sugar Lip Scrub, Miracle Beauty Oil, Perfect Finish
Purifying Spray, Platinum Contour Brush, Sun Dust Mineral
Shimmer Powder and Illuminating Moisturizer.

